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Overview

Environmental constitutionalism has become a critical aspect of global environmental governance and environmental rule of law. This important Judicial Colloquium on “Constitutions, Environment, and Human Rights: Practice and Implementation” will bring together prominent judges and scholars from Latin America and the Caribbean, to be joined by other distinguished international jurists, scholars, and high-level governmental representatives to enrich and enhance comparative perspectives on environmental constitutionalism. They will engage on vital questions, such as jurisdiction and access to courts, enforcement of judicial orders, and related substantive issues focused on constitutional environmental protection.

Emphasis will be placed on procedural matters (standing, justiciability, statutes of limitations, access to courts, *res judicata*), causes of action, remedies (“medidas judiciais”), and how courts are giving effect to substantive constitutional provisions related to environmental protection. The Colloquium will enable the exchange of experiences in advancing environmental constitutionalism through judicial decision-making.

Building on established expertise and diversified experience, this event is part of a larger programme under the leadership of the *UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights and the Environment* and supported by the United Nations Environment Programme (UN Environment) to enhance judicial capacity in environmental constitutionalism, identify gaps and opportunities, and support judges worldwide. It also takes place
within the framework of the Inter-American Program on Sustainable Development’s priority action of building capacity of key stakeholders including public officials and governmental agents who participate in matters relating to the environmental rule of law and who support effective enforcement of domestic environmental laws, multilateral agreements, and regional agreements. Additionally, the Colloquium is an innovative collaboration initiated by the IUCN World Commission on Environmental Law and the newly created Global Judicial Institute for the Environment (GJIE).

Each of the sessions will be chaired by a member of the Federal Senate of Brazil, which is hosting this event as an official Senate Hearing. The sessions are designed to be iterative and interactive. The UN Environment’s Judicial Handbook on Environmental Constitutionalism, by Professors James R. May and Erin Daly, including cases from jurisdictions in the region and around the world, and other primary and secondary sources, will be provided electronically in advance. The final session – a case study – will integrate all of the previous sessions and participants’ contributions by focusing on practice and implementation of human rights, environmental constitutionalism, and the environmental rule of law in the Amazon Biome.

**Topics**

- The role of judges in protecting the environment, considering such issues as separation of powers, environmental rule of law, and environmental constitutionalism;

- Interpretation and application of environmental provisions in international, regional, and domestic law, with particular attention to constitutional provisions, and how the various layers interrelate with and complement one another;

- Approaches to achieving better access to justice on environmental matters in the region, including costs, standing, interim relief, burden of proof, statute of limitations, remedies, *res judicata*, and enforcement, including the judicial role in coordinating the execution of judgments with other branches of government;

- Progress and challenges in guaranteeing and implementing environmental constitutional provisions in countries of the region;

- Development of new and additional judicial training and educational materials on issues of judicial concern relating to all facets of the implementation of environmental constitutional provisions; and

- The Amazon Biome as a case study of the different concepts and instruments analyzed in the previous panels.

**PROGRAMME**

*Monday, 22 May 2017*

**Opening Remarks**

*Chair: Senator Cassio Cunha Lima (Vice-President, Federal Senate of Brazil)*
SESSION I

**Keynote Addresses: Constitutions and the Environmental Rule of Law**

**Chair:** Senator Jorge Viana (President, Joint Senate & House of Representatives Permanent Committee on Climate Change, Brazil)

**Professor John Knox** (UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights and the Environment), *The International Framework: The Relationship of Human Rights to the Environment*

**Honorable Justice Antonio Herman Benjamin** (National High Court of Brazil – STJ), *Models of Environmental Constitutional Provisions*

**Honorable José Sarney Filho** (Minister of the Environment of Brazil), *The 1988 Constitution and the Role of the State in and Protecting the Environment*

The keynote session will address the complex interrelationships of the environmental rule of law, human rights, constitutional provisions, the state, and environmentalism. Professor Knox will begin with an overview of the broad international context of human rights and the environment. The following speakers will focus in depth on these issues from the perspective of Brazil, the host country for this Colloquium. Justice Benjamin will provide perspective on the Brazilian constitution by examining other models of environmental constitutional provisions. Minister Sarney will discuss the evolution of the role of the state in protecting the environment, from the 1988 Constitution through the present, providing an important historical perspective for the Colloquium.

SESSION II

**Perspectives and Priorities from the Scientific & Conservation Community**

**Chair:** Senator José Antonio RegUFFE (Federal Senate, Brazil)

**Keynote Address:** President Zhang Xinsheng (IUCN), *Eco-Civilization and Environmental Governance*

**Speakers:**

Kristen Walker Painemilla (Chair, Commission on Environment, Economic and Social Policy, IUCN), *People and Nature*

John Robinson (IUCN Councilor and Vice President, Wildlife Conservation Society), *The Biodiversity Crisis*

This session features distinguished leaders of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature – the world’s oldest and most prominent entity comprised of states and non-governmental organizations devoted to global environmental protection. They will address how the IUCN leads the setting of priorities.
President Zhang Xinsheng will discuss the major role played by the organization in providing critical scientific information and leadership for policy and lawmaking around the world on issues ranging from endangered species to water conservation and climate change. An IUCN Commission Chair and an IUCN Councillor will then explore the world’s conservation crises in their respective areas of expertise.

Lunch

SESSION III

1ST Roundtable: Comparative Dialogue on Interpretation and Application of Environmental Constitutional Provisions

- Interpretation and application of environmental constitutional provisions in international, regional, national, and subnational law, with particular attention to how the various layers interrelate with and complement one another
- Direct implementation of constitutional provisions, and other problems of constitutional interpretation
- Latin American and Caribbean judges, joined by other participating judges, to lead panel discussion and share experiences and comparative perspectives

Chair: Senator João Capiberibe (Federal Senate, Brazil)
Discussion Facilitators: Professor Erin Daly (Widener University Delaware School of Law) and Judge Rafael de Menezes (Vice-President, International Association of Judges, Brazil)
Grethel Aguilar (Director, IUCN Regional Office for Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean − ORMACC)
Speakers (alphabetical order by last name):
Judge Fruzsina Bogós (Secretary General of the European Union Forum of Judges for the Environment, Hungary)
Justice Chifundo Kachale (High Court of Malawi and Chairperson, Malawi Judiciary Training Committee)
Justice Paul Kirwelo (High Court and Institute of Judicial Administration, Tanzania)
Judge Doyo Kim (South Korea)
Justice José Ignacio Vasquez Marquez (Constitutional Court, Chile)
Justice Ragnhild Noer (Supreme Court, Norway)
Justice Michael Wilson (Supreme Court, Hawaii, US)

SESSION IV

New Principles of Environmental Law: From and Beyond Constitutions

This session will focus on new principles of environmental law, with particular focus on the World Declaration on Environmental Law, in addition to the Draft International Covenant on Environment and Development, and the Earth Charter.

Chair: Senator Cristovam Buarque (Federal Senate, Brazil)
Keynote Address: Professor Nicholas Robinson (Elisabeth Haub School of Law, Pace University, US)
Speakers (alphabetical order by last name):
Professor Nicholas Bryner (Emmett Institute on Climate Change and the Environment, University of California Los Angeles, US)
SESSION V

2nd Roundtable Discussion: Judges, the Environment and Access to Justice in Latin America and the Caribbean

- The role of judges in protecting the environment, considering separation of powers, environmental rule of law, and the relationship with environmental constitutionalism
- Access to justice issues: costs, standing, statutes of limitations, burdens of proof, and interim relief

Chair: Senator
Discussion Facilitator: Judge Candice Galvão Jobim (Federal Judge, Brasília, Brazil)
Professor Louis Kotze (North-West University Faculty of Law, Potchefstroom Campus, South Africa)

Speakers (alphabetical order by last name):
Justice Rafael Asenjo (President, Environmental Tribunal of Santiago, Chile)
Justice Ricardo Torres de Carvalho (President, Environment Chamber, State Supreme Court of São Paulo, Brazil)
Justice Brian Cottle (Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court, St. Vincent and the Grenadines)
Judge Wendy Martínez Mejía (Dominican Republic)
Justice Edward Sidney Blanco Reyes (Constitutional Chamber, Supreme Court of Justice, El Salvador)
Professor Gustavo Alanis (President, Mexican Environmental Law Center – CEMDA, Mexico)

Closing

Visit to the National High Court of Brazil (STJ)

Reception and Dinner, hosted by Claudio Lamachia (President of the Brazilian Bar Association, OAB – Conselho Federal)

Tuesday, 23 May 2017

SESSION VI

Keynote Address:
Honorable Justice Luis Roberto Barroso (Constitutional Court of Brazil – STF), Effectiveness of Constitutional Provisions Protecting the Environment
SESSION VII

3rd Roundtable: Judicial Remedies ("Medidas Judiciais") and Enforcement

- Remedial orders: judicial responses to a finding of a violation of rights including orders to restore the environment, pay damages, clean up environmental harms, or prevent environmental damage
- Remedies and enforcement, including the judicial role in coordinating the execution of judgments with other branches of government
- Trends, progress, and challenges in guaranteeing and implementing of environmental constitutionalism in countries of the region

Chair: Senator Flexa Ribeiro (Federal Senate, Brazil)

Discussion Facilitators: Professor Denise Antolini (University of Hawaii William S. Richardson School of Law) and Professor James R. May (Widener University Delaware Law School)

Speakers (alphabetical order by last name):

Justice Syed Refaat Ahmed (Supreme Court, Bangladesh)
Professor Marcelo José Cousillas (University of Montevideo, Uruguay)
Judge Carlos Humberto Cuestas (Secretary-General, Supreme Court, Panama)
Justice Candido Leal Junior (Federal Court of Appeals, 4th Circuit, Brazil)
Justice Hima Kohli (Delhi High Court, India)
Justice Enrique Peretti (Supreme Court, State of Santa Cruz, Argentina)
Justice Antonio Souza Prudente (Federal Court of Appeals, 1st Circuit, Brazil)
Justice Carlos Divino Vieira Rodrigues (Supreme Court, Federal District of Brasilia, Brazil)
Justice Damaris Vargas Vásquez (Supreme Court, Costa Rica)
Justice Michelle Weekes (High Court, Barbados)

Coffee/Tea Break

Discussion

SESSION VIII

4th Roundtable: Next Steps, Conclusions, and Recommendations

This session will focus specifically on the development of the environmental rule of law, new judicial training and educational materials on issues of judicial concern relating to all facets of the implementation of environmental constitutionalism, and the OAS-UN Environment-IUCN judicial capacity building programme.

Chair: Senator Fernando Bezerra Coelho (Federal Senate, Brazil)
DISCUSSION FACILITATORS: PROFESSOR DENISE ANTOLINI, PROFESSOR ERIN DALY, PROFESSOR LOUIS KOTZÉ, ARNOLD KREILHUBER, AND PROFESSOR JAMES R. MAY

Lunch

SESSION IX

THE AMAZON BIOME: A CASE STUDY OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL RULE OF LAW, HUMAN RIGHTS, AND ECOLOGICALLY SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Opening:

SENATOR DAVI ALCOLUMBRE (PRESIDENT, ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE, FEDERAL SENATE, BRAZIL)

AMBASSADOR JACQUELINE MENDOZA (SECRETARY-GENERAL, AMAZON COOPERATION TREATY ORGANIZATION – ACTO, VENEZUELA)

The Broader Picture

CHAIR: SENATOR DAVI ALCOLUMBRE (FEDERAL SENATE, BRAZIL)

DISCUSSION FACILITATOR: JUDGE FLÁVIA VIANA (PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF LUSOPHONE COUNTRIES, BRAZIL)

KEYNOTE ADDRESSES:

JUSTICE DUBERLI RODRÍGUEZ (CHIEF JUSTICE, SUPREME COURT OF PERU)

JOSÉ PEDRO DE OLIVEIRA COSTA (NATIONAL SECRETARY FOR BIODIVERSITY, MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT, BRAZIL)

MINISTER-COUNSELOR ÉVERTON LUCERO (NATIONAL SECRETARY FOR CLIMATE CHANGE AND FORESTS, MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT, BRAZIL)

Discussion

5th Roundtable: Ecologically Sustainable Development: Protected Areas, Indigenous Territories, and Other Legal Instruments – A Comparative Analysis

CHAIR: SENATOR JORGE VIANA (FEDERAL SENATE, BRAZIL)

DISCUSSION FACILITATOR: SAMY BARBOSA LOPES (FORMER ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE STATE OF ACRE, BRAZIL)

KEYNOTE ADDRESSES:

JUSTICE PABLO TINAJERO DELGADO (SUPREME COURT OF ECUADOR)

MINISTER-COUNSELOR CESAR DE LAS CASAS (EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AMAZON COOPERATION TREATY ORGANIZATION – ACTO, PERU)

RICARDO SOAVINSKI (PRESIDENT, ICMBio – BRAZILIAN PROTECTED AREA AGENCY, BRAZIL)

SPEAKERS:

JUDGE PAULO ANAISSE (FEDERAL JUDGE, ITAITUBA, STATE OF PARÁ, BRAZIL)

JUDGE MARA ELISA ANDRADE (FEDERAL JUDGE, MANAUS, STATE OF AMAZONAS, BRAZIL)

JOSÉ LUIS CAPELLA (PERUVIAN SOCIETY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL LAW – SPDA, PERU)
Carlos Durigan (Director, Wildlife Conservation Society – WCS Brazil)
Justice Dawn Gregory-Barnes (Court of Appeals, Guyana)
Luis Fernando Macias (President, Colombian Environmental Law Institute, Colombia)
Claudio Maretti (Director, ICMBio – Brazilian Protected Area Agency, Brazil)
Justice Iris Estela Pacheco Huancas (Supreme Court of Justice, Peru)
Patricia Amorim Rego (Former Attorney General of the State of Acre, Brazil)
Ricardo Saucedo (President, Bolivian Society for Environmental Law, Bolivia)
Justice Roberto Serrato (Council of State/Consejo de Estado, Colombia)
Raul Telles do Valle (ISA – Instituto Socioambiental, Brasília, and Chair, WCEL Forest Specialist Group, Brazil)

Discussion

Closing

Colloquium Organizing Committee: Denise Antolini, Erin Daly, Angela Kariuki, John Knox, Arnold Kreilhuber, Aaron Laur, James R. May, and Claudia de Windt
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